ENSIGN COLLEGE

IMPORTANT NOTE: The only approved logos for general use are the *stacked logo and the *one-line logo. All other logos can only be used with permission and direction from the Marketing and Communication Department.

OFFICIAL ENSIGN COLLEGE LOGOS:

- *Stacked Logo
- *One-Line Logo
- CES Logo (For CES use only)
- Medallion Logo

COLOR PALETTE:

- PMS 3425
  HEX: #006248
  RGB: 0, 98, 72
  CMYK: 100,32,89,25

- PMS 361
  HEX: #58AF58
  RGB: 88,175,88
  CMYK: 78,0,100,0

- PMS 116
  HEX: #F6AA1B
  RGB: 234, 168, 33
  CMYK: 2,37,100,2

- PMS 1245 C
  HEX: #C89211
  RGB: 200, 146, 17
  CMYK: 22,42,100,0

- Shaded E Logo

COLLEGIATE / LIFESTYLE MARKS:

- The "E Logo"
- "Bridge E Logo"
- Ensign Bridge Logo
- Ensign Flag Logo
- Ensign Flag Logo w/o Outline